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Introduction and Background

Affixes display massive variability in morphological productivity. Some affixes (such as
English -ness) are highly productive, and regularly used to create new words. Other affixes are completely non-productive (e.g -th). Individual affixes can be differently productive with different kinds of bases (see, e.g. Baayen and Lieber 1991), and even across different registers (Plag et al. 1999). This type of variable behavior makes the phenomenon
very complex to model, and has even lead some linguists to dismiss it as linguistically
uninteresting.
In short, productivity is a continuum and belongs to a theory of performance
which answers questions about how linguistic knowledge is used rather than
a theory of competence which answers questions about the nature of linguistic
knowledge. (Mohanen 1986: 57)
However, members of a speech community display remarkable agreement about which
affixes can be used in which contexts to create new words (Aronoff 1980). It is not the case,
for example, that -th is fully productive for some speakers, and nonproductive for others.
Surely knowledge of possible words in one’s language, then, is an aspect of the “nature
of linguistic knowledge”. The question of where this knowledge comes from is an important one, and answers have proved elusive. Aronoff (1976:35) dubs productivity “one of
the central mysteries of derivational morphology”.
This paper argues that morphological productivity is (at least partially) emergent from
the lexicon. The more morphologically complex forms containing an affix are in the lexicon, the more productive that affix will be. Of course, it has often been argued that there
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is no way of predicting the degree of productivity of an affix given its lexical properties.
Type and token frequency – the most likely predictors, cannot straightforwardly be related to productivity (see, e.g. Bauer 2001). The lack of such relationships appears to cast
considerable doubt on an emergent view of productivity.
However Hay (2000) and Hay and Baayen (2002) have argued that, while type and
token frequency cannot be straightforwardly related to productivity, frequency counts of
decomposed forms in the lexicon can predict the degree to which an affix is likely to be
productive. The problem with doing a frequency count of all forms containing an affix,
is that not all affixed forms contain the affix to the same degree. Some affixed words are
highly affixed, and are highly decomposable (e.g. tasteless). Other affixed words appear
more opaque, and tend to be characterised by whole word access, rather than parsing
(e.g. listless). In Hay and Baayen (2002) we demonstrate that the former set facilitate
productivity much more strongly than the latter set.
We now extend this work to investigate the role of junctural phonotactics. There is
evidence that low probability junctural phonotactics facilitate morphological decomposition. We investigate whether the results reported by Hay and Baayen (2002) can be
extended to the domain of phonotactics. If parsing and productivity are truly linked, we
predict a correlation between the type of junctural phonotactics created by an affix, and
the productivity of that affix.
Sections 2 and 3 briefly outline our assumptions regarding productivity and parsability
respectively. Section 4 introduces phonotactics, and demonstrates that junctural phonotactics are, as predicted, highly correlated with measures of parsing and productivity.
The number of correlations revealed from this investigation was unexpectedly high,
which led us to try and extract the relevant dimensions using Principal Components
Analysis. This analysis is discussed in section 5. Based on the results of this analysis
we argue that affixes can be assessed in terms of parsability and usefulness, and that both
of these dimensions substantially contribute to overall productivity.
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Productivity

Baayen and his colleagues (Baayen 1992, 1993, 1994, Baayen and Lieber 1991, Baayen and
Renouf 1996, and elsewhere), have discussed a number of possible metrics for measuring
various aspects of affix productivity. Perhaps the most widely used and cited metric
arising from this body of work is the metric P – which measures the category-conditioned
degree of productivity, or “productivity in the narrow sense”. P is calculated as shown
in (1).
(1)

P = V1 /N
For any given affix, V1 is the number of forms containing that affix occurring exactly

once in a large corpus – the so called hapax legomena. N is the total number of tokens
observed in the corpus containing that affix. Baayen assumes that the number of hapaxes
observed for a given affix should be highly related to the number of true neologisms. For a
non-productive affix, there will be no true neologisms, and so, as the corpus size increases,
the number of words encountered just once should be minimal. For a productive affix,
however, we expect to find neologisms, even in a large corpus. Large numbers of hapaxes,
then, are “a sure sign that an affix is productive” (Baayen and Renouf 1996:74).
P∗ is the hapax-conditioned degree of productivity. It is measured by calculating what
proportion of all hapaxes in the corpus are associated with the particular affix of interest.
P∗ expresses the probability that, if we are encountering a newly coined word, that word
will contain the affix in question. Whenever one is working with a uniform corpus size
(as we will be here), the total number of hapaxes in the corpus is a constant, and so P∗
can be simply represented by V1 – the number of hapaxes associated with the affix (see
Baayen 1994).
Baayen (1994) argues that in addition to P and P∗, productivity is also reflected in V
– the type frequency of the affix, i.e. how many different words it has been observed in.
Together V, P and P∗ assess the overall productivity of an affix.
These measures can be used to provide measures of productivity which are largely
independent of the factors relating to decomposition and to phonotactics, in which we
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are interested. By investigating the degree to which factors relating to decomposition line
up with measures of productivity, then, we can assess the degree to which the two are
related.

3

Parsability

We work under the assumption that both parsing and non-parsing are possible strategies
for speech perception. Some complex words are extremely likely to be parsed, and others
are more likely to be accessed whole. It is important to note that we don’t regard parsing
as an absolute. We assume that decomposition is a continuum, and can occur to different
degrees (Hay 2000). Both parsing and whole-word access are likely to play some role
in the access of most affixed words – and may interactively converge on the appropriate
meaning representation (Baayen and Schreuder 2000). Thus, when we search for factors
related to the decomposition of complex words, we are interested in identifying factors
which affect the relative contribution of parsing and whole-word access.
A large range of factors are likely to influence the probability and degree of parsing on
any given occasion. One of these factors is the frequency of the derived word, relative to
the frequency of the base word (Hay 2001). Hay and Baayen (2002) demonstrate that this
is related to productivity.
3.1

Relative Frequency

Hay (2001) distinguishes between derived forms which are more frequent than the bases
they contain (e.g. illegible is more frequent than legible), and derived forms which are less
frequent than their bases (e.g. illiberal is less frequent than liberal.) Derived forms which
are more frequent than their bases (e.g. illegible) are more prone to whole-word access
(i.e. non-parsing), regardless of the absolute frequency of the derived form (Hay 2000,
2001). Thus, low frequency forms may be accessed directly if their base is of even lower
frequency. And high frequency forms may be parsed if the base is higher frequency still.
The division between forms which are more frequent than the bases they contain, and
those which are less frequent, was a first approximation at distinguishing between forms
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which are highly prone to parsing and those which are not. While the relative frequency
of the derived form and the base is clearly important, where is the exact location of the
relevant threshold for parsing? Exactly how frequent does the base need to be, relative to
the derived form, in order to facilitate parsing?
Hay and Baayen (2002) set out to refine the notion, investigating exactly how frequent
the base form needs to be, relative to the derived form, in order to facilitate parsing. Based
on relative frequency, they motivate a threshold, the so-called parsing line, above which
an affixed form is likely to be decomposed, and below which the affixed form is not likely
to be decomposed. This parsing line enables us to estimate, for any given affix, which
words containing that affix are likely to be highly decomposable (those falling well above
the line), and those which are likely to be non-decomposable and characterised by whole
word access (those falling well below the line). This parsing line is somewhat higher than
proposed in Hay (2001), where it was assumed that all forms would be parsed for which
the base frequency is higher than the derived frequency. In fact, there is a whole-word
bias, such that if a base is just marginally more frequent than the word containing it, it
is unlikely to be parsed. If a derived word and its base are of equal frequency, the direct
route is likely to have an advantage in terms of access time over the parsing route. The
distributional properties of words (both types and tokens) with respect to the parsing line
is predictive of various aspects of an affix’s productivity.
3.1.1

Parsing Ratios

For any given affix, its type and token parsing ratios are defined as the proportion of
forms (types or tokens, respectively) which fall above the parsing line. These words are
the words that are likely to be parsed, or for which the parsing process contributes measurably to lexical access. Parsing ratios are calculated separately for each affix. There is
no explicit comparison across affixes. For each affix, the parsing ratio tells us, given a
listener is encountering a word containing a particular affix, the probability that the word
will be decomposed during access (as assessed by its frequency profile). Hay and Baayen
demonstrate that parsing ratios correlate highly with the category conditioned degree of
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productivity – P. P tells us, given we are encountering a word containing a particular
affix, the probability that that word has been productively coined.
3.1.2

The Intercept

Hay and Baayen demonstrate that when base frequency is regressed on derived frequency, there is a fair amount of variation across affixes. In particular the location of
the intercept of this line on the y axis (base frequency) varies considerably. From a production perspective, the intercept can be considered a measure of how frequent a base
word needs to be before it is likely to spawn an affixed word. Affixes with high intercepts are affixes for which the base words are fairly high frequency relative to the derived
forms.
From a perception perspective, then, a high intercept reflects a distribution in which
bases tend to be frequent, relative to derived forms, and so many forms are prone to parsing. The intercept, like the parsing ratios, is a measure which is calculated with reference
to specific affixes (i.e. it is category-conditioned), and it correlates positively with P.
3.1.3

Parsing Levels

While the calculation of parsing ratios is effective for estimating the category-conditioned
degree of productivity, Hay and Baayen argue that is is not the most appropriate measure
of the overall activation level of an affix. Rather, a more accurate comparison of the overall
activation level of affixes can be achieved by considering the actual number of forms for
each affix that are parsed.
In terms of perception, there is a sense in which the forms which are not parsed
do little or nothing to contribute to the activation level of the affix. Rather, the
degree to which the affix is activated can be assessed by calculating the total
number of forms containing that affix which are characterized by decomposition. (Hay and Baayen 2002:224)
Indeed the number of types (and tokens) with frequency characteristics facilitating
parsing is a good predictor of more global aspects of an affix’s productivity, such as the
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overall productivity of encountering a new word containing that affix (the number of
hapaxes – V1), and the degree of generalisability (the number of different types associated
with it – V).
In sum, Hay and Baayen set out to investigate the relationship between parsing in
perception, and productivity in production. They concentrated on frequency-based estimates of parsing, and this provided strong evidence for a perception-production link.
Given any particular affix, the likelihood that it will be parsed during access is predictive
of the likelihood of a word containing that affix having been productively coined. And
the likelihood, given all productively coined words, that a coined word will contain the
affix of interest, is a function of the frequency of that affix – as measured by the number
of forms containing the affix which tend to be accessed via parsing.
That these findings are so robust is a testament to the importance of frequency in
speech perception. However frequency is certainly not the only factor which is likely
to affect the likelihood of a complex word being decomposed. In fact, we would predict
that any factor which is involved in the segmentation of words from running speech also
plays some role in affecting morphological decomposition. Such cues include the stress
pattern (Cutler and Norris 1988, Juszcyk, Cutler and Redanz 1993), acoustic-phonetic cues
(Lehiste 1972), prosody (Gleitman, Gleitman, Laundau and Wanner 1988), knowing a substring (Dahan and Brent 1999) and attention to patterns at utterance boundaries (Brent
and Cartwright 1996). In this paper we concentrate on one factor which has received
considerable attention in the recent literacture – the role of phonotactics. Phonotactics
are exploited for the segmentation of speech, and so therefore must affect morphological
decomposition in perception. If parsing and productivity are linked, then, we shoud hypothesize a relationship between the nature of the junctural phonotactics created by an
affix and that affix’s productivity.

4

Phonotactics

There is good evidence that English-speaking adults and infants use phonotactic probabilities for the task of segmenting words from running speech – positing boundaries
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at low probability phoneme transitions (see, e.g. Saffran et al. 1996a, 1996b, McQueen
1998). This can be modelled by a processor which operates prelexically – positing boundaries inside phoneme transitions which are unlikely to occur word-internally. Neural network models have also been used to demonstrate that distributional information related
to phonotactics can inform the word segmentation task in language acquisition (Elman
1990, Christiansen et al. 1998, Allen and Christiansen 1996).
This has important implications for complex words. If the phonology across a morpheme boundary is unlikely to occur morpheme internally, then the preprocessor will
posit a boundary, and so facilitate decomposition. For example, the /pf/ transition in
pipeful is unlikely to occur within a simple word in English. The presence of a phonotactically marked juncture will therefore strongly facilitate decomposition in speech perception.
Hay (2000) and Hay et al. (in press) present experimental evidence that English speakers do, indeed, use phonotactic information to segment words into component morphemes. Words with high probability junctural phonotactics across the morphological
boundary (e.g. insincere) are less prone to decomposition in speech perception than words
with low probability junctural phonotactics (e.g. inhumane). Decomposition in speech
perception leads to decomposed forms in the lexicon. If decomposed forms in the lexicon
lead to productivity, we therefore predict there to be a relationship between the junctural
phonotactics associated with an affix, and that affix’s productivity.
One indication that such a relationship might hold comes from the literature on level
ordering (Siegel 1974, Kiparsky 1982, Selkirk 1982 and many others). Level ordering traditionally divides English affixation into two strata – one of which is said to be more productive than the other. Consonant-initial suffixes are overwhelmingly more likely to occur on
the more productive “level two”. Indeed Raffelsiefen (1999) argues that the true division
amongst English suffixes should be drawn between vowel-initial and consonant-initial
suffixes. And Hay (2002) demonstrates that suffixes beginning with consonants score
more highly than vowel-initial suffixes on a range of productivity-related measures. This
provides some initial support for a hypothesized link between probabilistic phonotactics
and productivity.
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As a first step towards a quantitative investigation of the relationship between phonotactics and productivity, Hay (2000) reported a correlation between the phonotactics of a
set of 12 English consonant-final prefixes and consonant-initial suffixes, and their degree
of morphological productivity. For any given affix, the proportion of words creating an
illegal phonotactic juncture was a significant predictor of that affix’s productivity. This
pilot result encouraged us to design a study to investigate whether such a relationship
proves robust over a large number of affixes.
Plag (2002) has argued against Hay (2000)’s hypothesised link between phonotactics
and productivity. He does this by taking 12 suffixes, five of which begin with consonants,
and demonstrating that the consonant-initial suffixes are not on average more productive
than the vowel-initial suffixes. The segmental make-up of suffixes alone, then “is not a
good predictor for the productivity and parsability of suffixes and can be easily over-ruled
by other mechanisms” (Plag 2002:299). We would agree with Plag that phonotactics alone
cannot predict productivity or parsability. As will be demonstrated below, phonotactics
works together with a large number of other factors which together facilitate parsability
and productivity in the lexicon.
4.1

Measuring phonotactics

Our calculations are based on a set of words extracted from the CELEX Lexical Database
(Baayen, Piepenbrock, and Gulikers, 1995), which is based on an early version of the
Cobuild corpus (Renouf, 1987) that contained some 18 million words. The English database
in CELEX provides the morphological segmentation for a great many complex words: all
the words in the LDOCE machine-readable dictionary, as well as all words in the Cobuild
corpus down to a frequency threshold of 15 occurrences per 18 million – we refer to this
as the segmentation list. It also provides a separate, unanalysed list of all character strings
occurring in the Cobuild corpus, together with their frequency of occurrence in the corpus
(the string list).
We extracted all prefixes and suffixes that appear in the parses in the segmentation
list, and vetted each affix for its synchronic plausibility. All bimorphemic words which
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contained the resultant affixes, and their corresponding monomorphemic base word were
then extracted from the segmentation list together with their frequency of occurrence.
Any affix which was not represented by at least ten such words was then discarded. This
process resulted in a list of 80 affixes (54 suffixes and 26 prefixes).
Because our investigation involved the measurement of productivity, we were anxious
that our materials contained representative frequency counts. It was especially important
that this was true of the lower frequency range – the part of the word frequency distribution which dominates the calculation of P (the category conditioned degree of productivity – see Baayen 1989, 1992). The segmentation list is problematic in this respect, because
it omits any complex word which appears in Cobuild with a frequency below 15 per 18
million, and which is not listed in the LDOCE dictionary. A consequence of this is that,
especially for the more productive affixes, the segmentation list is missing at least half of
the word types that actually occur in the Cobuild corpus.
To minimise this problem, we worked with the CELEX string list, which includes all of
the word-forms present in the Cobuild corpus, including a great many misspelled words,
hyphenated forms, numbers, and combinations of numbers and letter sequences, and
attempted to automatically extract all affixed words from this list which did not appear
in the segmentation list (see Hay and Baayen 2002 for details).
Thus, the statistics reported here are based on the affixed forms with monomorphemic
bases as available in the segmentation list, supplemented with the forms extracted from
the string list. In cases in which CELEX includes multiple entries for the same word (e.g.
for different meanings, or different parts of speech), the frequency counts of these entries
were summed together2 .
For each of the 80 affixes we calculated the probability of the phonotactic transition
between the base and affix for all bimorphemic words listed in CELEX as containing that
affix. We used the transcription provided by CELEX as our data. For example the word
business appears with the transcription [bIz][nIs], and the word busyness appears with the
transcription [bI][zI][nIs]. For the former, we take z.n as the transition, and for the latter
2 Note
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are grouped together, as are adjectival and adverbial -ly.
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I.n.
Probabilities were calculated on the basis of the transcriptions provided for a corpus
of 11383 monomorphemic words from CELEX (see Hay et al. in press). Transitions which
don’t occur at all in English monomorphemes can be considered to be illegal phonotactics
in English, and would receive a probability of zero. Such transitions would provide an
excellent cue to the presence of a boundary during speech perception. On the other hand,
transitions which occur with high probability in English monomorphemes are phonotactically well-formed, and are unlikely to facilitate parsing.
We chose to calculate probabilities in a syllable-position-sensitive manner, in keeping
with patterns of English phonotactics. The transition /mb/, for example, exists in codaonset transitions (e.g. timber, symbol), but the phoneme transition is illegal inside English
codas. So it is necessary to calculate probabilities in a syllable-position-sensitive manner, in order to take into account variation in wellformedness across different syllable
positions. For each affixed word in our corpus, phonemic transcriptions and syllable segmentations from CELEX were used to calculate the probability of the transition across
the morpheme boundary occurring in the relevant syllabic position in a monomorphemic
word. Codas, onsets and nuclei were all treated as atomic units for the purpose of this
calculation (e.g. /st/ and /t/ were treated as completely separate onsets, and /st/ onsets
did not contribute to the probability of /t/ onsets at all).
For example, the probability of the junctural phonotactics in investment was calculated as the joint probability of encountering a coda-onset transition, and of encountering
/st.m/. And the probability for squeamish was calculated as the probability of encountering an onset-nucleus transition, and of that transition being /mI/.
(2)

investment juncture probability:
p(coda-onset transition) ∗ p(/st.m/ given a coda-onset transition)

(3)

squeamish juncture probability:
p(onset-nucleus transition) ∗ p(/mI/ given an onset-nucleus transition)
For two affixes, a substantial proportion of words containing them had a transition

which occurred inside a syllable position (these were -ry, e.g. forestry – where the transi11

tion is onset-internal, and -th, e.g. warmth where it is coda-internal). These affixes were
excluded, to maintain ease of calculation.
Our hypothesis was that there would be a relationship between the nature of the
phonotactics, and morphological productivity. As with the frequency-based measures,
there are two aspects of an affix’s phonotactics that could potentially play a role.
The first is the degree to which the phonotactics of each affix facilitates parsing (measured as a proportion, or a category-conditioned probability), and the second is the overall number of forms containing the affix for which the phonotactics facilitates parsing.
Based on the results described above, we could expect the former measure to correlate
with the category conditioned degree of productivity – P, and the latter to correlate with
the overall number of hapaxes (V1), and the type frequency of the affix (V).
Of course there is no objective basis on which to establish a phonotactics-based parsing
threshold (where transitions below a certain probability are parsed, and above it are not).
Indeed there is no reason to think that such a threshold exists – we are clearly dealing
with a probabilistic effect – the more likely the phoneme transition is, the less likely the
form is to be decomposed.
We attempted to approximate the degree to which the affix tends to create well-formed
junctures in two ways. The first was simply to calculate the proportion of derivatives
containing completely illegal transitions (combinations of phonemes which never occur
inside monomorphemic words). While such forms are likely not the only ones for which
the phonotactics facilitates decomposition, they are the subset where we can be relatively
confident that decomposition is likely to take place. Twenty-three affixes formed consistently legal phonotactics – that is, the proportion of illegal phonotactics created was 0.
Only one affix created consistently illegal phonotactics (self-).
This measure would seem to lose quite a lot of information, as it ignores the (probably
large) effect of the presence of low probability junctures in an affix distribution. However, if illegal combinations hold a special status (i.e. are qualitatively different from low
probability combinations), then the proportion of illegal junctures created could in fact
be the important factor. That is, one can imagine a processor which is non probabilistic,
but nonetheless sensitive to illegal combinations. Investigating both this measure and a
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more probabilistic measure, then, helps to establish what type of phonotactics is most related to measures of productivity, and enables us to distinguish the degree to which any
phonotactic effects observed are truly probabilistic.
In order to make such a comparison, we also calculated the average probability of the
junctures created by each affix. This, we predicted, contains more information, and so is
likely to provide a more accurate assessment of the degree to which the phonotactics of
each individual affix facilitates decomposition. The average junctural probability ranged
from 0 (for self-) to .009004 (for -ive). self- was the only affix for which all words contained
illegal junctures. The lowest non-zero average was .000016 (for -hood).
Finally, we adopted as a heuristic to gauge the overall number of forms for which the
phonotactics facilitate parsing simply the number of words containing that affix which
contain an illegal transition. This ranged from zero (for twenty-three affixes) to 267 (for
-ly).
The three measures calculated were all highly correlated with one another. These relationships are shown in figure 1.
In the following section we investigate the degree to which phonotactics correlates
with a variety of measures associated with affix behaviour.
4.2

Phonotactics and Productivity

We conducted an exploratory investigation into the relationship of the three phonotacticsbased measures with 13 characteristics of the affixes. These characteristics are all associated with aspects of the affixes’ decomposability, productivity or degree of use. They
are listed in table 1. All of the measures were calculated automatically on the basis of
information in the CELEX lexical database, supplemented as described in section 4.1
Table 2 shows how each of the three phonotactic measures correlate with each of the
variables considered. The two leftmost columns show the mean probability of the juncture, and the proportion of types containing an illegal juncture. Recall these are alternative measures designed to get at the same fundamental question – when we consider
the set of words associated with a particular affix, to what degree does the phonotactics
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Figure 1: The correlations between phonotactic measures: average probability of juncture and proportion of
illegal junctures (top left: rs=-.75, p<.00001); average probability of juncture and number of types containing illegal junctures (top right: rs=-.62, p<.00001); number of types with illegal junctures and proportion of
types with illegal junctures (bottom: rs=.91, p<.00001)
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V

the number of different word types observed for the affix

N

the total number of tokens observed for the affix

V1

the number of words represented by the affix
which are attested just once in the corpus
(the hapaxes (Baayen 1992, 1994)

P

the category-conditioned degree of productivity
– the number of hapaxes as a proportion of all tokens
observed for the affix (i.e. V1/N) (Baayen 1992, 1994)

Mean Derived Frequency

The average frequency of the derived forms
created by the affix

Mean Base Frequency

The average frequency of the words
which form the base of affixation

Tokens Parsed

The number of observed tokens for which the ratio
of base frequency to derived frequency is high enough
to facilitate parsing (Hay and Baayen 2002)

Types Parsed

The number of different word types for which the ratio
of base frequency to derived frequency is high enough
to facilitate parsing (Hay and Baayen 2002)

Token Parsing Ratio

The proportion of observed tokens for which the ratio
of base frequency to derived frequency is high enough
to facilitate parsing (Hay and Baayen 2002)

Type Parsing Ratio

The proportion of different word types for which the ratio
of base frequency to derived frequency is high enough
to facilitate parsing (Hay and Baayen 2002)

Yules K

A measure of the rate at which types are repeated
(Yule 1944 – see Baayen 2002)

Entropy

The amount of information (in bits) required to encode
the information carried by the affix (Shannon 1948, Shannon & Weaver 1949).
Low values indicate small and/or highly skewed frequency distributions.
High numbers indicate large and/or uniform frequency distributions.

Intercept

The intercept returned by regressing base frequency on derived frequency
(Hay and Baayen 2002)
Table 1: Affix characteristics investigated
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Mean probability

Proportion of types

Number of types

of juncture

with illegal juncture

with illegal juncture

V

rs = .35, p< .002

n.s.

rs = .29, p<.01

N

rs = .43, p<.0001

n.s.

n.s

V1

n.s.

n.s.

rs = .43, p<.00001

P

rs = -.38, p<.0001

n.s.

n.s.

Mean Derived Frequency

rs = .36, p<.002

rs = -.26, p<.03

n.s.

Mean Base Frequency

rs = -.48, p<.00001

rs = .51, p<.00001

rs = .41, p<.00001

Tokens Parsed

n.s.

n.s.

rs = .3, p<.01

Types Parsed

n.s.

n.s.

rs = .49, p<.00001

Token Parsing Ratio

rs = -.38, p< .0001

rs = .39, p< .0001

rs = .3, p<.01

Type Parsing Ratio

rs = -.52, p< .0001

rs = .54, p< .0001

rs = .43, p< .00001

Yules K

rs = -.37, p< .001

n.s.

n.s.

Entropy

rs = .37, p< .001

n.s.

n.s.

Intercept

rs = -.28, p<.02

rs = .3, p<.01

n.s.

Table 2: Spearman’s correlations for the three phonotactic measures, and various aspects of affix behaviour

of that set tend to facilitate parsing? The rightmost column shows correlations with the
absolute number of types for which the affix creates illegal juncture. Thus, for the first
two measures, a very frequently used affix which tends to create illegal junctures could
score similarly to an infrequent affix which tends to create illegal junctures. However on
the last measure, the former affix would score more highly than the latter.
There are several things of note about table 2. First, phonotactics are clearly related
to decomposition and productivity. Measures associated with phonotactics correlate well
with a surprisingly large proportion of the factors we investigated.
Second, when we calculated phonotactics probabilistically (column 1), rather than simply taking into account the difference between legal and illegal junctures (column 2), more
explanatory power is attained. These two measures were intended to be alternative techniques for assessing the same aspects of an affix’s behaviour. However it is clear that
the former measure is statistically predictive of a wider range of aspects of an affix’s behaviour than the latter measure. And there is no aspect of an affix’s behaviour that can be
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statistically predicted by the proportion of illegal junctures that cannot also be predicted
by the average probability of the juncture. In cases which both measures prove statistically significant, the amount of variance explained is roughly the same. Similar profiles
emerge when prefixes and suffixes are considered separately. We therefore disregard the
proportion of types with illegal juncture for the rest of the paper – it has no explanatory
power over and above the mean probability of juncture created by the affix. It also correlates very highly with the other two phonotactic measures (and more highly than the
remaining two correlate with one another – see figure 1).
Third, as predicted, the number of types with illegal junctures appears to be associated
with different characteristics than the mean probability. In fact, for all three variables for
which the mean juncture probability is not statistically predictive, the number of types
with illegal junctures does correlate significantly. These two measures, between them, are
statistically predictive of all thirteen aspects of an affix’s behaviour that we have considered.
Also as predicted, the mean probability is more closely connected with aspects to do
with category-internal behaviour of the affix, and the mean number of types with illegal
junctures is more associated with global aspects to do with the extent of use of the affix,
such as the number of hapaxes encountered.
Figures 2 and 3 show how the mean probability of juncture correlates with a variety of
measures. The three measures which the mean probability of juncture is not associated
with are shown in figure 4, as they related to the number of forms with illegal junctures.
While we had predicted a relationship between phonotactics and at least some measures of decomposition and/or productivity, we were surprised at just how many factors
the phonotactics appeared to predict. The phonotactic calculations themselves are independent of all of the factors being considered – it relates not to the morphology, but rather
the phonological profile of the words created. Yet if one knows the average probability
of the phoneme juncture created, one can approximately predict the level of productivity
of the affix, the total number of types and tokens represented by that affix, the average
frequency of those words, and the frequencies of their bases, the proportion of types and
tokens which have frequency characteristics leading to parsing, and more besides.
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Figure 2: The correlation between log phonotactics and N (upper left), V (upper right), the mean derived
frequency (lower left) and mean base frequency (lower right). The lines show a non-parametric scatterplot
smoother fit through the data (Cleveland 1979).
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regression line fit though the space between base frequency and derived frequency (lower right). The lines
show a non-parametric scatterplot smoother fit through the data (Cleveland 1979).
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Is the phonotactics really so all-powerful? Does it have such a pervasive effect in the
lexicon, that almost any aspect of an affix is directly related to the phonotactics of the
affix? The numbers in table 1 seem to suggest that this may be the case.
Of course, not all of the factors investigated here are independent of one another. The
number of types and the number of tokens represented by an affix, for example, are likely
to be highly correlated. So if the phonotactics is correlated with one of these measures,
we should predict that is is also related to the other.
In order to try and disentangle the effects of the phonotactics somewhat more closely,
we investigated the 10 factors which correlated well with mean probability of an affix’s
phonotactics, to establish the degree to which these aspects of an affix’s behaviour also
correlated with one another. What we found was surprising: almost everything is correlated with everything. The spearman’s correlation coefficients are shown in table 3.
It is quite clear that many of these elements are highly inter-related. As soon as you
know one thing about an affix (e.g. the type of phonotactics it tends to create, the average
frequency of the derived words, or the level of productivity) – then many other things
can be predicted.
On the other hand, not everything is correlated. The token parsing ratio and category
conditioned degree of productivity, for example, do not seem to correlate with Entropy,
nor with K. And recall that table 3 only includes factors which themselves correlate significantly with mean phonotactic probability. The hapaxes, types parsed, and tokens parsed,
are therefore not included (although we know from table 2 that they correlate with a different aspect of an affix’s phonotactics). In order to try and extract the relevant patterns
from this rather overwhelming set of correlations, we subjected the data-set to a Principal
Components Analysis.

5

Principal Components Analysis

Since phonotactics correlates with many aspects of this data-set – we need to address how
these variables themselves are intercorrelated. What we see in table 3 is clearly not a set
of independent effects. Is it possible to reduce the various factors involved down to just
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Table 3: Pairwise spearmans correlations for 10 variables: phon = mean junctural probability; int = intercept
of regressing base frequency on derived frequency; Entr = entropy; K = Yule’s K (repeat rate measure);
typPR = type parsing ratio; tokPR = token parsing ratio; Base = average log base frequency; Der = average
log derived frequency; P = hapax conditioned degree of productivity; N = total number of tokens; V = total
number of types
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one or two crucial dimensions? Principal Components Anaylsis is a useful technique for
exploring data with many dimensions – it attempts to reduce the dimensionality of the
data. Everitt (1996:217) describes Principal Components Analysis as “a multivariate technique in which a number of related (correlated) variables are transformed into a smaller
set of unrelated (uncorrelated) variables .... The new variables derived by a Principal
Components Analysis are linear combinations of the original variables.”
Two principal components emerged. These are shown in figure 5. The values for the
first component are plotted on the x axis, and values for the second component appear on
the y axis.
The variables underlying the x and y axes are plotted in the space as black arrows.
The arrows indicate how the directionality of the variable lines up with the two components. For example, affixes with high mean derived frequency values have high values
for components one and low values for component two, and so appear at the bottom
right of the graph. Affixes with high values for K have low values for component 1, and
near-zero values for component 2, and appear toward the center/lower left of the graph.
V and Entropy appear superimposed on one another at the top right. The affixes themselves appear on the graph in light grey, to indicate how they are positioned with respect
to the two components (and so their relationship to the various variables shown). Affixes which appear close to one another show similar characteristics with respect to the
variables shown.
One cluster of variables appears on the left-sloping diagonal. This clustering of variables reveals that high token and type-parsing ratios, high mean base frequency, high
productivity (P), low mean derived frequency, and low-probability junctural phonotactics tend to co-occur. Affixes toward the top left of figure 5 possess these characteristics
(e.g. non-, self-, -proof, -ship). Affixes toward the bottom right have low proportions of
both types and tokens that are parsed, and tend to create phonotactically-legal high frequency forms, which have low frequency base forms. These affixes have low values of P
and include -ence, -ity, -ic, -ation.
A second cluster of variables appears as largely orthogonal to the set of variables listed
above, and appear on the right sloping diagonal. A high number of types and tokens
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parsed co-occurs with a high number of hapaxes coined, a large number of different types
(V), high entropy (large and/or uniform frequency distributions), and low K (low probability of sampling the same word twice running). Affixes with this set of characteristics
include -er, -ly, -ness, -like and -ly. Conversely, affixes at the bottom left, such as -eer, -ling,
-ette and trans- tend to have a very small number of different types, a small number of
both types and tokens parsed, a small number of hapaxes coined, a low entropy (small
distribution, likely with a few very high frequency words), and a high K (repeat rate).
This dimension appears to encapsulate aspects to do with degree of use, or “usefulness”.
Table 4 lists the affixes appearing in figure 5, broken down by the quadrant of the graph
in which they appear. For convenience, we label the top left quadrant of the graph the
“parsable” quadrant, and the top right the “useful” quadrant. In general the affixes appearing toward the top of the graph can be considered the more robust affixes of English.
They should be predicted to have relatively robust representations, either through brute
force of frequency – being represented by very many words, or through possessing characteristics (phonotactics, frequency distributions) which facilitate parsing. Obviously we
are dealing here not with four discrete classes, but rather a continuous multidimensional
space. We list the four classes here only for convenience of reference. And some affixes
are much more prototypical representatives of their “classes” than others.
5.1

“Parsability”

As argued above, the cluster of left-sloping arrows seems to be associated with parsability.
It contains primarily measures which are calculated in a category-specific manner – most
of them are ratios, conditioned on the set of words containing the affix. Affixes which
score highly on this dimension tend to be represented by many words with high base frequencies, especially relative to the derived word frequency – that is, they have frequency
characteristics which facilitate parsing. They also possess phonotactic properties which
should facilitate parsing, the overall mean probability of the junctures created by these
affixes are low. These are also highly productive affixes, in the sense that the proportion
of new forms encountered (relative to existing forms) tends to be high. That phonotactics,
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relative frequency ratios and P cluster so tightly together in figure 5 lends strong support
to the hypothesis that parsing and productivity are causally linked. These figures are all
normalised for the number of words in the affix category. Thus there would be no reason
(apart from a link between perception and production) to expect a correlation between
phonological factors, and the rate of new word formation.
Similarly, the clustering of the mean phonotactic probability and variables relating to
relative frequency is also not trivial. The less probable the junctural phonotactics are, the
more frequent the base words tend to be (relative to their derived words). It is words
with frequent junctural phonotactics (i.e. monomorpheme-like) which have the highest
potential for whole-word bias, and the meaning proliferation and semantic drift which
can result. Words which are prone to whole word access can proliferate meaning, and
thereby also increase in frequency3 . Words with monomorpheme-like phonotactics are
therefore much more likely to overtake their bases in frequency than words with low
probability or illegal junctural phonotactics.
5.2

“Usefulness”

The cluster of right-sloping arrows groups together a number of measures which relate to
the overall degree of use (or usefulness) of the affix. This dimension will tend to separate
frequently occurring affixes from less frequently occurring affixes. Affixes which are represented by a large number of types also tend to be represented by many hapaxes, and a
large number of both types and tokens which are prone to parsing, as assessed both on the
basis of relative frequency, and the number of forms with illegal phonotactics. These affixes tend to have high entropy - symptomatic of a large distribution with many hapaxes.
And they tend to have a low K (repeat rate) – if you encounter two words containing the
affix, the chances of them being the same word are quite low.
3A

reviewer questions the link between decomposition and polysemy, pointing out that decomposed words can still display poly-

semy, and that affixes themselves can be polysemous. This is certainly true. We assume that all derived words can display polysemy.
For fully decomposed words, this polysemy may came from base-word polysemy and/or affixal polysemy. However we assume
that, if there is no robust whole word representation, the word itself is unlikely to acquire additional meanings above and beyond the
polysemy displayed by its parts. For words which tend to be accessed directly, we assume the representation of the whole-form may
proliferate in meaning, and is not constrained by the meaning of its parts. See Hay (2000) for full discussion.
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In short, the category expressed by these affixes is a very useful one. We frequently
encounter words containing these affixes - and at least some of the time these words are
relatively parsable. The affix has already combined with a large number of words, and
the frequency with which speakers feel the need to create new words containing the affix
is quite high.
5.3

Parsability and Usefulness

It is interesting to note that parsability and usefulness are orthogonal to one another. It is
not the case that the most parsable affixes are also the most useful. The second component
(the top-bottom dimension) appears to capture productivity, in the broadest sense of the
term. Affixes toward the top of figure 5 are relatively robust, either because they tend
to be quite parsable and a relatively high proportion of words containing them are new,
or because they are particularly useful, and so remain robust through frequency of use.
What is required is both a moderate degree of parsability and at least a moderate degree
of usefulness. Affixes on the bottom half of the graph have tenuous status in terms of
productivity, either because they are too infrequent (bottom left), or not parsable enough
(bottom right).
Note that very high parsability and extreme usefulness do not tend to cooccur. Both
are valuable characteristics, but there is a sense in which they work against one another.
If the concept expressed by an affix is particularly useful, the derived forms will tend to
be heavily used, and so quite frequent relative to the base forms. Thus, a high proportion of types will be characterised by whole word access. This decreases the overall rate
of parsing, and also limits the overall proportion of tokens which will actually be new
words. Conversely if an affix is highly parsable, and characterised by a high proportion
of low frequency forms with high frequency bases, and low probability junctures, then it
will display a strong bias toward decomposition. This will limit the potential frequency
of the complex word, as it will be prevented from undergoing semantic drift (see Hay
2000, 2001). It is conceivable that the rather stringent semantic transparency constraints
faced by such affixes limit the degree to which they can really become extremely useful.
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5.4

Mean Derived Frequency and Mean Base Frequency

The relationship between mean derived frequency and mean base frequency depicted in
figure 5 may seem particularly counter-intuitive. The arrows associated with mean derived frequency and mean base frequency point in opposite directions. That is, while the
two factors do pattern together, they are negatively correlated. High mean base frequency
is associated with low mean derived frequency.
It has previously been demonstrated that the frequency of derived forms is positively
correlated with the frequency of the bases on which they are formed (Hay 2001, Hay
and Baayen 2002). This makes good intuitive sense, at least for affixes which tend to
be relatively productive and/or tend to form semantically transparent words. The more
useful a base form is, the more useful a form derived from that base is likely to be (relative
to other derivatives from the same category). When we consider the relationship between
the frequency of derived words and their bases, then, we get a positive correlation. Hay
and Baayen (2002) compute this correlation separately for each affix discussed here, across
individual words containing that affix. However, we have verified that it also holds when
the words from all the affixes are pooled together (just under 12900 derived words). The
top panel of figure 6 shows the frequency of all of these individual words plotted against
the frequency of their corresponding bases. The correlation is not as robust as can be seen
when we plot individual affixes separately, but it is nonetheless clearly positive – high
frequency derived forms tend to also have high frequency bases.
This positive correlation between the frequency of derived words and the frequency
of their bases would seem to lead to a straightforward prediction regarding the average
derived form frequency of words containing a particular affix and average base frequency
of those forms – they should be positively correlated.
The lower panel of figure 6 shows the relationship between the average derived frequency and the average base frequency of the affixes in this study. They are, indeed,
significantly correlated. However the correlation is negative, not positive. There is a significant positive correlation between base and derived frequency for many affixes, and
this correlation holds when we pool together data from a large number of affixes. Yet
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when we take the mean frequencies for each affix represented in this data set, mean derived frequency and mean base frequency correlate negatively.
We expect mean base frequency to vary across affixes, because affixes combine with
different subclasses of bases. Some (semantic or syntactic) classes are highly frequent
(e.g. prepositions) and some are much less frequent (e.g names for countries, or medical
terms). For example, the average base frequency of the suffix -ward is very high, as it
takes prepositions, directions and very frequent nouns (e.g. inward, northward, homeward).
Affixes like -ward appear toward the top of the lower panel of figure 6. In contrast, the
average base frequency of the suffix -itis is very low, as it tends to combine with medical
terms for body parts (e.g. tonsilitis, sinusitis, laryngitis). The average base frequency for
-ese and -ic are similarly low – they tend to occur with place names (cantonese, togalese,
icelandic, arabic) and -ic also occurs with many low frequency technical terms (aphasic,
tataric, dyslexic). These affixes occur toward the bottom of the lower panel of figure 6.
Such restrictions relating to the syntactic and semantic requirements of the affix will
obviously have a strong effect on the average base frequency. And when words containing these affixes are produced, the base frequency will affect the likelihood of decomposition. In particular, high frequency base words will tend to facilitate decomposition.
Affixes which tend to have particularly high frequency bases, then, will be particularly
parsable. This should prevent semantic drift and lexicalisation, that is, it should prevent
the establishment of a large number of high frequency opaque words containing that affix. This will keep the average derived frequency relatively low. In addition, if an affix is
more parsable it is also likely to be more productive. This will lead to a large number
of coinages (i.e. very low frequency words) which will also serve to reduce the average
surface frequency of the affix.
This negative correlation, then, is not as counter-intuitive as first appears. At the level
of individual words, the more useful/frequent a base word is, the more likely it is to
spawn a derivative, so we get a positive correlation between base frequency and derived
frequency. However at the affix level, high average base frequency clusters together with
a large number of factors facilitating decomposition and productivity. The high level of
decomposition and productivity of such affixes should lead to a relatively low average
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derived frequency.

6

Consonant-initial and Vowel-initial suffixes

It is interesting to note the distribution of C-initial vs V-initial suffixes in figure 5. This
can be most clearly seen by reading across the four columns in table 4 from “highly
parsable” through to “not parsable”. The proportion of C-initial suffixes systematically
reduces from 100% to 50%, then from 23% to 5%. That is, C-initial suffixes tend to be more
parsable than V-initial affixes. Hay (2000) argues that, because consonant-initial suffixes
tend to create more illegal phonotactic junctures than vowel-initial suffixes, we should
expect them to be more separable and more productive. The arguments put forward by
Raffelsiefen (1999) are certainly consistent with this prediction - she argues that there is
an important distinction between vowel-initial and consonant-initial suffixes.
In this data-set the C-initial suffixes are in general more parsable than the V-initial
suffixes. That is all of the “highly parsable, moderately useful” suffixes begin with consonants, whereas only 5% of the “not parsable, moderately useful” suffixes begin with
consonants. There is clearly a difference between C-initial and V-initial suffixes, and this
difference is clearly probabilistic.
Plag (2002) has argued that the prediction that C-initial suffixes should be more productive than V-initial affixes does not hold up. He calculates a range of productivity
measures for five C-initial affixes and seven V-initial affixes, and demonstrates that the Cinitial affixes are, on average, no more productive than the V-initial affixes. He concludes
that “it is clear that, contra to the prediction of complexity-based ordering [Hay 2000], Cinitial suffixes cannot be said to be generally more productive than V-initial ones.” (Plag
2002: 299).
We agree with Plag that phonotactics alone cannot predict productivity and parsability.
As can be seen from figure 5, phonotactics is just one part of the (relatively complicated)
story. Phonotactics contributes probabilistically to the likelihood of decomposition and
degree of productivity. There are certainly some C-initial suffixes (e.g. -ment) which are
less parsable than some V-initial suffixes (e.g. -er). This is because phonotactics is not
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the only thing which facilitates parsability - relative lexical frequency, for example, is also
involved. And “usefulness” plays an important additional role in the determination of
productivity, such that, while -most might be more “parsable” than -y, -y is more “useful” than -most. Phonotactics alone cannot completely predict parsability, and parsability
alone cannot predict productivity.
A categorical distinction between C-initial and V-initial suffixes (such as proposed by
Raffelsiefen) will capture a good amount of variance that we, with more probabilistic
measures, can also capture. However our approach can also capture the gradient nature
of this effect. In the approach advocated here, troublesome exceptions (such as those
raised by Plag (2002)) do not falsify the theory, because the theory is intrinsically probabilistic.

7

Conclusion

We set out to demonstrate that there is a link between the phonotactics an affix tends
to create, and aspects of that affix’s behaviour. Namely, we predicted that affixes which
tended to create phonotactic junctures which facilitated parsing, would be more prone to
decomposition in speech perception, and so therefore show more productivity. We found
this to be true. We also found a remarkable degree of interrelatedness between various aspects of an affix’s behaviour. These factors work together on two separate dimensions. On
the one hand, factors relating to decomposition and parsing cluster together with the rate
at which new words are formed with that affix. On the other hand, factors relating to affix
generalisability and usefulness cluster together with the likelihood that new coinages will
contain that affix. Junctural phonotactics is related to both of these dimensions.
In addition, the set of correlations we have uncovered provide strong evidence for the
robustness of the system as a whole. Readers may have qualms about the validity of the
P measure, about the reality of parsing ratios, or the true relevance of phonotactics. However while any single measure by itself can be questioned, considered jointly they provide
strong mutual support for each other’s validity. There is no reason why we should expect many of these factors to correlate. Unless, of course, they work together as a system,
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mutually reinforcing one another’s effects.
Taken together, our results provide strong evidence that productivity is related to parsing. Increased parsing in perception leads to increased activation levels. Increased activation levels lead to productivity. We further predict that any factor which is used for the
purpose of word-boundary spotting in speech perception will be relevant to morphological parsing, and so partially predictive of affix productivity. The frequency with which an
affix is activated during processing directly affects the degree to which it is productive.
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